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Office Note 01/2021
Subject: Processing of Bills of entry or Shipping

bills in

compliance of any

order

from Adjudicating Authority -reg
*******

mentioned
Kind attention of all the officers and staff of PCCCC is invited on the above

subject.
2. As per Board's direction every shipping bill and bill of entry is to be processed electronically
and the
in the ICES system. Wherever any discrepancy is noticed in any live consignments
BE or SB
issue is brought to the notice of the adjudicating authority either to decide the live
Showcause Notice has
directly or by passing the adjudication order wherever any seizure or
suitable
been passed after investigation. In all such cases adjudicating authority passes the

directions e.g. the imposition of redemption fine & penalty, allowing for home consumption or

re-export etc.

3. Further there are other scenarios where direction is passed by Commisioner(Appeal),
cases
CESTAT, NCLT, Hon'ble High Court, Hon'ble Supreme Court. There may be other

where any investigation agency has directed for some remark, follow up or monitoring for

some particular consignment.
4. In all such situations the SB or BE is to be processed in the system by feeding the comments

regarding the direction and their subsequent compliance. The non-feeding of the proper
comments often creates confusion among officers of TRC, Audit etc. They could not find
whether the liability has been paid or not whether re-exported or not. Resultantly they have to
do the tedious task of tracing the file of old issues.
5. In all such cases where the issue is finally decided on the file and relevant directions to
with the processing of the Shipping Bill or
issued. The officers

have been
concerned
comply
Bill of entry are directed that they will feed in the system under departmental comments, a brief

about the issue, directions passed by the competent authority, Redemption Fine and Penalt
paid, whether Re-export or Home Consumption allowed etc. They have to mention whether
the payment of liabilities has been done through challan or directly in the system.
6. In case of imports wherever the goods are ordered to be re-exported by the adjudico

ating

authority, The import officers who process the bill of enty will mention the detailed comments
in the bill of entry and then ensuring that al unes and penalties have been paid will
the export officers to re-export. Then the export officers while processing theshippino

ark

to

bill
reof
porting the goods will ensure that he also feeds detailed comments along withppingention
O1ll re
officers will also

ensure

that the

goods A

concerned bill of entry. The export the
authority. After Re-expo
onthe
re-determined value as decided by adjudicating

ne

ported
re-exported
the

import

have
officer can close the bill of entry from ACL role by ensuring that they mention that goods
bills where back
been re-exported vide so and s0 shipping bill no, Similarly in case of shipping
will ensure feeding proper
to town order has been issued by adjudicating authority, the officers

comments before allowing the goods for back to town.
whenever they are
and examination officers will take note of this and
DC/AC who will ensure that the
processing such SB or BE, they will flag it to their respective
comments should be clear, factual
comments have been properly inserted in the system. The
these.
can make sense out of
and fully informative so that at any time in future any one

7. Both the

assessment

the
to be fed before issuance of
comments to the concerned

8. Further, within our commissionerate, these comments
the
order, as the office of adjudicating authority will convey
are

section.

(Jayshahkar Upadhyay)
Joint Commissioner of Customs.
PCCCC, APSC

Copy to:
1. All PccCC officers
of APSC
2. All concerned section
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